We will describe an adaptive optics system developed for the 1 meter Nickel and 3 meter Shane telescopes at Lick Observatory. Observing wavelengths will be in the visible for the 1 meter telescope and in the near JR on the 3 meter. The adaptive optics system design is based on a 69 actuator continuous surface deformable mirror and a Hartmann wavefront sensor equipped with an intensified CCD framing camera.
Introduction
Our objective is to develop an adaptive optics (AO) system for high-resolution astronomical imaging at the University of California's Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton. The general approach is to correct for atmospheric turbulence by measuring the wavefront from a known point source and then moving a deformable mirror surface to compensate. We are developing the system on the one meter Nickel reflector but the system is ultimately aimed at 1 -2.2 jim imaging on the three meter Shane telescope. The system initially uses natural stars as reference sources but will use a sodium laser guide star when it becomes available [1] .
In this paper, we will describe the design, implementation, and operation of the Lick AO system. We will develop some predictions of its performance an compare the results to initial laboratory tests and observatory experiments. A companion paper [2] describes in more detail the results of initial observations at Lick.
The adaptive optics system design 2.1 System architecture
The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1 . In this section we will briefly go through the architecture and then describe each component in more detail. Light from the telescope enters the system from the Cassegrain focus as an F/17 beam. We first correct the overall tip-tilt error of the wavefront with a piezoelectric controlled flat mirror. The beam is then collimated and sent to a deformable mirror (DM) at a plane conjugate to the telescope primary mirror. The DM has 69 actuators with a spacing (on the telescope pupil) of d = 12.5 cm. After reflection from the DM the light is split by a dichroic beam splitter. All light with wavelength shorter than 650 nm is sent to a wavefront sensor while the longer wavelength go on to the science camera. This wavelength cutoff point can be changed by substituting a selection of beamsplitters. The wavefront sensor beam is then reformatted by an afocal telescope to the desired wavefront sensor aperture size. The wavefront sensor is a Shack-Hartmann system with a subaperture size matching the DM actuator spacing (d = 12.5 cm) capable of operating at up to 1000 frames per second. The wavefront sensor images are transferred to a wavefront control computer which reconstructs the error wavefront and generates the DM control signals at 1kHz.
After the dichroic beam splitter, the science camera beam is brought to an F/30 focus. The beam is again split by a 50% beam splitter. One beam goes to an avalanche photodiode quadcell which controls the tip-tilt mirror through an analog control system. The remaining beam goes to a thermo-electrically cooled Photometrics imaging camera with a detector scale of 0.047 arcsec/pixel.
The system is designed as a prototype for laser guide star (LOS) based correction. Since a LOS provides no overall tip-tilt information due to the atmospheric effects of the upgoing laser propagation [3] , the tip-tilt must be corrected based on a natural guide star (NOS), which is the reason a separate sensor is used for tiptilt rather than the wavefront sensor average tilt. For situations when a NGS is available for DM control, we will eventually provide a mode in which the tip-tilt mirror will be controlled by the wavefront sensor. We must also provide a refocusing capability for the wavefront sensor to switch from LGS to NGS operation. Another concern with LOS operation is the Rayleigh scattered light from the lower atmosphere. We will provide a field stop in the wavefront sensor afocal telescope to reject the scattered light. This issue is discussed in more detail in [1] . For the remainder of this paper we will assume a NOS reference for DM control since that is the mode we are currently operating. focuses an image of the reference star on an imaging sensor. The centroid position of the images gives the average tip-tilt over the subaperture. These tilts can be reconstructed into the wavefront shape. The measurement must be repeated within the decorrelation time of the atmosphere, typically a few milliseconds.
For initial experiments, we are using an high speed Kodak camera coupled to the lenslet array by a twostage image intensifier [5] . The lenslets form an 8x8 array of F/100 reference images. Each subaperture is a lOxlO array of 50 jim pixels with a detector scale of 1 arcsec/pixel. The Hartmann sensor images can be read from the camera at up to 2 KHz (but the controller can run at 1kHz maximum rate). The quantum efficiency of the intensifier-camera system is approximately 5%. The peak sensitivity of its S-20 phosphor is at 500 nm. The operation of this wavefront sensor is limited to reference stars with my < 5 on the 1 meter telescope by its low quantum efficiency.
The wavefront sensor is being upgraded to a bare-CCD camera using a Lincoln Laboratory developed CCD [6] . It is a 64x64 chip with QE ldet 80% 1fld read noise Nr 10 .ata 1 KHz frame rate. This wavefront sensor should increase the 1 meter limiting reference to my 7.
The expected error in the wavefront measurement is described by the phase variance in the measurement. The error in calculating the centroid position for a Hartmann subaperture image is determined by the number of detected signal photons and the read noise of the sensor and is given by [15] and Nphot is the number of reference photons per frame incident on a subaperture (including optical transmission losses, 8O%) and is the number of sensor pixels per subaperture. With Nphot 1000 photons (my 4 for a 12 cm subaperture and 1 ms exposure) and Npix 4, the intensified camera SNR is 7 while the bare CCD camera SNR is 23 which gives (Twfs(int) = 0.63 rad and (wfs(CCD) 0.19 flId.
Deformable mirror
We are using an Itek continuous-face deformable mirror with 69 active actuators in a 9x9 square grid [7] .
The PMN (lead -magnesium -niobate) actuators are separated by 7 mm on the mirror, equivalent to 12.5 cm on the telescope aperture. The actuators are placed at the corners of the wavefront sensor subapertures as shown in Figure 2 . The lowest mechanical resonance of the mirror is> 5KHz, well above our 1 KHz maximum control system sample rate. The expected rms atmospheric wavefront fluctuations with tip-tilt removed are given by [8] The deformable mirror can accurately represent spatial frequencies in the wavefront only up to a limit set by the actuator spacing. Higher spatial frequencies will contribute to the residual wavefront error. This error, generally called fitting error, has rms value [9] given by
where d is the actuator spacing and icis a constant which depends on the mirror influence function -the surface deflection due to moving a single actuator. If the subaperture size does not match the actuator spacing, the spatial sample interval d is the largest of the two. We will use ic =0.27 for a Gaussian influence function, d = 12.5 cm for the Lick 1 meter telescope, and r =8 cm to give afit =0.75 rad. The adaptive optics control system takes image data from the wavefront sensor and converts them to control signals for the deformable mirror. Its principal requirement is to minimize the delay between the measurement time and when the correction is sent to the deformable mirror relative to the atmospheric wavefront decorrelation time, typically a few milliseconds. The overall control process is shown in Figure  3 . The measured slopes are reconstructed to give the residual wavefront error .This process gives the error at each actuator position in terms of the voltage signal to the actuator, essentially decoupling the 69 channels. It is followed by a standard proportional-integral controller for each actuator which determines the applied DM signal.
Control system
To laser or tip-tilt control Figure 3 . The wavefront control computational process Our system is based on a Mercury single board parallel computer with four Intel i860 processors hosted by a Force Sparc-2 CPU running Unix. Its maximum sample rate is 1 KHz. It has two main computational tasks: computing Hartmann sensor image centroids to get wavefront slopes and doing a matrix-vector multiply to calculate the DM position commands from the slopes. A block diagram of the system hardware is shown in Figure 4 .
Wavefront sensor image data are transferred into i860 shared memory at 50 Mbytes/sec. The overall realtime computational process is shown in the flowchart in Figure 3 . For each subaperture, the system computes X and Y centroids and stores them in shared memory. The ceniroids are averaged to estimate the full-aperture tip-tilt which is then subtracted from the subaperture centroids. This full tip-tilt information will ultimately be used to control either the tip-tilt mirror for a NGS reference or the upgoing laser beam steering for a LGS reference.
To compute the required DM signals to correct the measured slope errors, we need to know the relationship between an applied actuator voltage and the observed wavefront sensor centrods. For a system with M subapertures and N actuators, we define the 2M component vector of slopes 8 and the N component actuator position vector q3. They are related by 2MxN system matrix S such that 8 S5. We measure S by moving a single actuator through a series of voltages and recording the centroid positions. The slopes of the resulting response curves are a column of the system matrix S. This single matrix operation includes both the DM influence function and the gradient operation of the Hart.rnann sensor.
Control matrix
To mirror drivers To compute the DM signals we apply the pseudoinverse of the system matrix to the slope measurements, =s+8 [10] . We will refer to Sas the control mairix. This matrix-vector multiply operation is the second major part of the real-time computational process shown in Figure 4 . These signals are then multiplied by a control loop gain and integrated to form the actuator signals which are applied to the DM through a set of 69 parallel D/A converters.
For 1 KHz operation, the 1 msec camera integration period is followed by a 400 pisec data transfer to the computer. The centroid computation takes 300 tsec and the matrix-vector multiply and control calculations take 200 tsec. The average delay between sensing a wavefront change and applying a correction to the DM is 3 msec. The result of the delay is an inability to reject errors with temporal frequencies above a closed loop bandwidth of approximately f = 30 Hz. The controller performance is analyzed in more detail in a later section. The degradation in wavefront correction performance due to the delay is determined by the Greenwood frequency fg [1 1],
is a correction to the Greenwood frequency that accounts for the fact that the atmosphere introduces less error at smaller D/r even without any correction [15] . Choosing a nominal value for average conditions of fg = 80 Hz at 850 nm and Dir0 = 12, we expect control 2.3 rad, the largest error contributor of those we have discussed.
The wavefront setpoint of the controller is determined using a point source at the focal plane of the telescope. The DM is adjusted by addition of Zernuke modes to sharpen the image on the science camera [12] . When an optimum image is obtained the wavefront sensor image positions are recorded and used as the zero positions during atmospheric compensation. This technique allows correction of all static aberration in the system, even in the non-common path.
The system is controlled through a graphical user interface that allows interactive control of the parameters such as gain and integration. A slider control panel allows setting the controller setpoint to any combination of Zernike modes. The system furnishes diagnostic displays of time series or power spectra of centroids, reconstructed errors, and DM control signals.
Tip-tilt system
The tip-tilt system controls the overall position of the image on the science camera using a NGS reference. The image position is measured with a silicon avalanche photodiode quadcell which gives us a limiting magnitude (on the 1 meter telescope) of approximately my = 13. The mirror is controlled by an analog controller with selectable bandwidths of 20, 60, and 120 Hz. The system is described in detail in [13] and an analysis of the effects of tip-tilt errors is given in [14] .
Optical system
The optical system layout is shown in There are two internal reference sources in the optical system, both driven by a He-Ne laser. The first is for alignment and the second is a single-mode 3 xm fiber at the telescope focal plane which forms a diffraction-limited image for system calibration. An RS-170 video camera mounted in parallel with the science camera provides real-time alignment and diagnostic information.
System performance analysis
We will characterize the performance of the system by the Strehi ratio, the ratio of the peak image intensity to that of a diffraction-limited image. The Strehl is related to the wavefront variance by S = where cT1 is the sum of the wavefront error contributions discussed above
We ignore for this analysis any errors due to anisoplanitism or imperfect tip-tilt correction. The details of this performance analysis process are fully described in [15] .
The atmospheric conditions relevant to adaptive optics system performance for a single star correction are the spatial correlation length r and the Greenwood frequency fg, which have been defined above. At Lick Observatory r and fg vary over ranges from 3 to 10 cm and 200 to 70 Hz in poor to good seeing (all measurements at . = 550 nm) [2] . We will define three sets of typical atmospheric conditions for Lick: poor seeing with ro = 3 cm and fg = 200 Hz, average seeing with ro = 5 cm and f = 140 Hz, and good seeing withr= 1Ocmandf=7OHz.
In this section we will address two issues: the first is how the AO system performance scales the magnitude of the reference star, the second is the effect of the temporal bandwidth of the controller. These are currently the two main areas of development for the system. For the limiting magnitude issue, we will compare the two wavefront sensors described above for both the 1 and 3 meter telescopes and the set of atmospheric conditions described above. For the controller bandwidth issue, we will use the error model to look at general performance as the control loop bandwidth is varied.
System performance vs. NGS magnitude
One of the major issues in AO system performance is the limiting magnitude of the reference guide star. This determines sky coverage which, in turn, determines the objects that can be imaged. The limiting magnitude depends on the atmosphere and both the imaging and reference wavelengths. In this analysis we will fix the performance of the control loop and the DM to the nominal values described above and vary the atmospheric conditions. We will plot the system Strehl and discuss the improvement in Strehl over the uncorrected image where S,,0,,. = (Dir0)_2 [15] . Figure 6 shows the intensified wavefront sensor system Strehl versus visual magnitude for good, average, and poor seeing as described above. In this case the NGS was a K type star (Teff = 5000 deg. K). The uncorrected Strehls are 0.04,0.009, and 0.003 respectively which give improvements of approximately 15, 13, and 5 for bright (my = 0-3) stars. The improvements degrade rapidly as the star gets dimmer than my =
4.
The bright star results compares reasonably with preliminary observations in average seeing at Lick (see [2] for details) but the limiting magnitude predictions have not yet been tested.
To extend the system operation to dimmer reference stars, we are installing a bare CCD wavefront sensor as described above. Its perfonnance versus NGS magnitude is compared to that of the intensified wavefront sensor in Figure 7 . The performance shown is for average atmospheric conditions and an imaging wavelength of 0.85 jim. The improved sensor will extend the limiting magnitude from approximately my 5tomv=7.
The tests that we are currently doing on the 1 meter telescope are aimed primarily at AO system development the system is designed for astronomical imaging on the 3 meter telescope at 1 to 2.2 jim. In Figure 8 we show the system performance for good, average, and poor seeing on the 3 meter telescope at 1.65 jim (H band) with the bare CCD wavefront sensor. We have also assumed that we can increase the efficiency of the optical system from 15% to 40% and that we move the dichroic cutoff wavelength up to 1 pin. We should be able to use 10 -12 magnitude stars under average to good seeing conditions. The system performance versus my is shown in Figure 9 for three wavelengths, 1.25 rim, 1.65 jim, and 2.2 jun.
System performance versus control system bandwidth
The most important error source in our current tests with bright stars is the wavefront error due to the delay in the control system. It is currently limiting us to approximately 30 Hz closed loop bandwidth. In this section we will look at the performance effects of increasing the bandwidth for both the current system on the 1 meter telescope with the intensified sensor and on the 3 meter system with the bare CCD sensor. In both cases we keep the sample rate fixed at 1KHz -the bandwidth is increased by reducing the system delay. Figure 10 shows the Strehi performance of the 1 meter intensified wavefront sensor system for three different controller bandwidths, the current 30 Hz, 60 Hz, and 100Hz. With a sample rate of 1 KHz, 100 Hz is approximately the maximum achievable bandwidth with no additional delay in the controller. Figure 11 shows the same controller cases for the 3 meter telescope bare CCD wavefront sensor system (at 1 .65 jim). For both systems we see that for bright reference objects, the increase in control bandwidth is very significant. As we go to dim sources where the error is dominated by the wavefront measurement, which will generally be the case for astronomical observations, the higher bandwidth may actually decrease the system performance because of lower effective averaging time in the controller [13] . The best course for the system design is probably to build in the highest possible bandwidth but allow the user to reduce the gain for dim objects.
Experimental results and conclusions
The adaptive optics system has been tested on the Lick 1 meter telescope on several nights over a period of four months. So far we have tested basic system operations by observing bright stars. These tests are described in more detail in [2] . We are actively working now to extend the system limiting magnitude by upgrading the wavefront sensor and moving to the 3 meter telescope where it will be equipped with a sodium laser guide star. The LOSbased adaptive optics system will open the entire sky to high resolution imaging in the 1 -2.2 jim wavelength range. 
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